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Domestic tax competition is a common phenomenon, more or less existing in 
most market economies in the world. However, not all countries pay great attention 
to it, for it has not become a “problem” in some countries. In some Western 
countries, particularly some Western federal countries,domestic tax competition has 
been attached great importance to and explored for a long time,but it is a 
completely new issue in our country, and thus there are a great number of questions 
to be clarified and explored. At present,a study on domestic tax competition is 
significant,in theory and practice, for it enables us to correctly understand domestic 
tax competition appearing after the beginning of Reforming and Opening to outside 
as well as forthcoming tax reform.  
This paper, starting from the basic concepts of “Domestic Tax Competition”, 
introduces and analyzes efficiency theories concerned, studies issues related to 
Domestic Horizontal Tax Competition and Domestic Vertical Tax Competition, and 
finally, focuses on Domestic Tax Competition in China and raises such a proposal 
that we should construct a new model of domestic tax competition as well as how 
to establish such a model.    
Main contributions in this paper are as follows：First,it clarifies the meaning of 
“Domestic Tax Competition” and defines that,“Domestic Tax Competition” is 
“process of institutional and non-institutional rivalry and gaming among different 
jurisdictional governments within a country that utilize tax instruments to maximize 
their respective benefits,including Domestic Horizontal Tax Competition and 
Domestic Vertical Tax Competition,and it is an important form of domestic 
intergovernmental competition. Second, it points out that, the occurrence of 
domestic tax competition is closely related to six factors such as the scale of a 
country and features of nationalities, the establishment of market economy, fiscal 
decentralization, the mobility of production factors, the similarity and difference of 















institutional tax competition. Third, it details efficiency theories of domestic tax 
competition, including Tiebout Theory, Public Choice Theory, Evolutional Theory, 
Oates Theory, Zodrow-Mieszkowski Theory, etc. Fourth, it explores four basic forms 
of domestic horizontal tax competition and thinks that the criterion for judging 
domestic horizontal tax competition is still equity and efficiency. In addition, 
judgments should be made on reality. Fifth,it first introduces and explores 
Domestic Vertical Tax Competition, particularly the issue of Domestic Vertical Tax 
Competition and Excessive Taxation, holding that, Domestic Vertical Tax 
Competition doesn’t necessarily result in excessive taxation in a country of good 
law order,and that,Domestic Vertical Tax Competition easily results in excessive 
taxation in a country of bad law order or a transitional country, therefore,the 
decision makers should be careful in designing Domestic Vertical Tax Competition. 
Sixth, there does be some Domestic Tax Competition in China since reforming and 
opening, but its features are quite different from those in Western countries, and 
these features can be summarized as “weak stability, low standard and strong 
covertness”. Finally, the most important contribution is that, the author thinks that 
China should construct a new model of domestic tax competition, namely “stable, 
standardized and moderate centralized and decentralized domestic tax competition”. 
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